
How to compare with data?

Springel+, 2006

Springel+, 2006

physics 
+ model parameters dark matter

galaxies, light

generate initial 
conditions, evolve

galaxy formation models 

?

?



What to look for in the galaxy 
distribution?

    clusters (over densities), 

voids (under densities)

three-point correlations,...

two-point correlations

BAOs

non-lin.
structure

need redshift, understand galaxy bias

lin. growth



Galaxy Clustering

measure BAOs + shape of 
correlation function
→ growth of structure, expansion 
history
Key systematic: galaxy bias

Anderson et al. ’12 (BOSS)

LSS Probes of Dark Energy



Galaxy Clusters
measure number counts 

→ distribution of peaks, 
growth of structure, 
expansion history

but need to identify clusters + 
member galaxies, infer masses!

N(M̂, z,�z) =
dn

dMdz
�V (z,�z)

LSS Probes of Dark Energy

credit: DES



Weak Gravitational Lensing      

LSS Probes of Dark Energy

credit: ESA



Weak Gravitational Lensing I

light deflected by tidal field of LSS
coherent distortion of galaxy 
shapes (“shear”)

shear related to (projected) 
matter distribution
key uncertainties

shape measurements
assume random intrinsic 
orientation, average over many 
galaxies

LSS Probes of Dark Energy



light deflected by tidal field of LSS
coherent distortion of galaxy 
shapes (“shear”)
remapping of CMB anisotropies

CMB lensing affected by different 
systematics than shear estimates 
from galaxy distortions

consistency check

LSS Probes of Dark Energy

credit: ESA

  Weak Gravitational Lensing Ib



Weak Gravitational Lensing II

lensing produces (almost) purely E-mode type shear
observational B-modes >> cosmological B-modes

measure shear correlation function/power spectrum 
probes total matter power spectrum (w/ broad projection kernel)

measure average (tangential) shear around galaxies/clusters
probes halo mass

halo void

LSS Probes of Dark Energy



Weak Lensing
galaxy positions, shapes, 
types, redshifts

Supernovae
light curve, redshift

~Optical Dark Energy Surveys

Galaxy Clustering
galaxy positions, types, redshifts

Galaxy Clusters
cluster centers, redshifts, 
member galaxies

Spectroscopic galaxy surveys 
determine redshifts of select galaxies



the early days: SDSS, 2-degree Field survey(2dF):            

                              low-z galaxies

Spectroscopic Dark Energy Surveys

credit: 2dF collaboration

O(105 � 106)



the present: BOSS, WiggleZ, …

  intermediate-z galaxies 

Spectroscopic Dark Energy Surveys

credit: SDSSIII

credit: 2dF collaboration

O(106)



the present: BOSS, WiggleZ, …

  intermediate-z galaxies 

Spectroscopic Dark Energy Surveys

Cosmological Analysis of BOSS galaxies 25
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Figure 14. The “Hubble diagram” from the world collection of spectroscopic BAO detections. Blue, red, and green points show BAO measurements of DV /rd,
DM/rd, and DH/rd, respectively, from the sources indicated in the legend. These can be compared to the correspondingly coloured lines, which represents
predictions of the fiducial Planck ⇤CDM model (with ⌦m = 0.3156, h = 0.6727). The scaling by

p

z is arbitrary, chosen to compress the dynamic range
sufficiently to make error bars visible on the plot. For visual clarity, the Ly↵ cross-correlation points have been shifted slightly in redshift; auto-correlation
points are plotted at the correct effective redshift. Measurements shown by open points are not incorporated in our cosmological parameter analysis because
they are not independent of the BOSS measurements.

presented in Table 9 and denoted as G-M et al. (2016 a+b+c). The
combination of these three sets of results is presented at the end
of Gil-Marı́n et al. (2016c). As before, this case is compared to
our full-shape column of Table 7, approximating LOWZ to our low
redshift bin and CMASS to our high redshift bin, where the vol-
ume difference factor has been taken into account. Our DM mea-
surement of 1.7% in the low redshift bin and 1.8% in the high red-
shift bin compares to 1.5% and 1.1%, respectively, in Gil-Marı́n
2016 a+b+c. Regarding H(z), our measurement of 2.8% in both
the low and high redshift bins compares to 2.5% and 1.8% in Gil-
Marı́n 2016 a+b+c. Finally our f�8 constraint of 9.5% and 8.9% in
the low and high redshift bin compares to the LOWZ and CMASS
measurements of 9.2% and 6.0% by Gil-Marin 2016a+b+c. One
can attribute the improvement in Gil-Marı́n 2016a+b+c when com-
pared to our measurement to the use of the bispectrum, which has
not been used in our analysis.

c
� 2016 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–38

Alam+ 2016

credit: 2dF collaboration

O(106)
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Figure 12. The constraints on the Alcock-Paczynski parameter
(y-axis) and the growth of structure (x-axis). The Planck predic-
tion for these values is shown as the black solid line, where we
used the best fit ⇤CDM model for the Planck data to extrapolate
from the redshift of decoupling to low redshift. The red contours
represent the results of the WiggleZ survey (Blake et al. 2012)
at ze↵ = 0.44, 0.6, and 0.73, and the black data point indicates
the measurement in 6dFGS (Beutler et al. 2012) at ze↵ = 0.067.
Both parameters, FAP(z) and f(z)�8(z), evolve with redshift and
hence these contours at di↵erent ze↵ are not expected to overlap.
Short black lines connect the best fitting values for each measure-
ment with the Planck extrapolation for that particular redshift.
The orientation of the degeneracy (i.e., the major axis of each
contour ellipse) rotates with redshift, indicating that cosmologi-
cal constraints can be improved by including measurements from
many redshift bins.

1.26 to 1.27. Moreover our best fitting constraints are in
good agreement with our results for the larger fitting range.
We therefore conclude that the fitting constraints from the
low redshift bin are robust against the choice of kmax. Given
that the probability of exceeding this �2 is still 8%, the most
likely explanation is a statistical fluctuation.

9 DISCUSSION

9.1 Power spectrum multipoles

Figure 10 compares the best fitting power spectra models
with the data, where we indicate the NGC with solid data
points and the SGC with open squares. The corresponding
best fitting models are indicated as a solid line for the NGC
and a dashed line for the SGC. We use di↵erent nuisance
parameters for the NGC and SGC, which makes the best
fitting models appear quite di↵erent, even though the un-

derlying cosmology is the same. The need to have separate
nuisance parameters for NGC and SGC is limited to the low-
est redshift bin, where the two power spectra have di↵erent
amplitudes in the monopole. The source of this di↵erence
is connected to chunks 2-6 (in NGC) which have a di↵er-
ent target selection from the rest of the survey, leading to a
lower density at low redshift (see section 2, Reid et al. 2015
and Ross et al. 2016). The use of separate nuisance param-
eters for NGC and SGC does not degrade our parameter
constraints and hence we used this approach for all redshift
bins. The best fitting models include the correction for the
irregular µ-distribution as explained in section 5.1.

The lower panels in Figure 10 show the residual for the
three multipoles. In the lowest redshift bin the monopole
data seem to prefer a systematically larger amplitude at
small k, which the model does not appear to be able to
accommodate given the constraints on large k. This might
contribute to the overall larger �2 for this bin (see also the
kmax test above). However, all fits result in reasonable re-
duced �2, indicating that the model is adequate in describing
the data.

9.2 Parameter degeneracies and correlations

Here we compare the correlation between di↵erent pa-
rameters with the theoretical expectation, with a focus
on the second redshift bin. If we express the ↵ value in
DA(z)rfids /rs and H(z)rs/rfids the following correlation ma-
trix (DA(z)rfids /rs, H(z)rs/rfids , f�8) is produced:

RDA-H
z2 =

0

@
1 0.257 0.503

0.257 1 0.547
0.503 0.547 1

1

A . (58)

The Fisher formalism (Seo & Eisenstein 2003, 2007; Shoji,
Jeong, & Komatsu 2009) predicts that if we understand RSD
perfectly, the pure AP limit will give a correlation coe�-
cient between DA(z) and H(z) of 1 (FAP / DA(z)H(z)). If
we increase the free parameters for RSD, the coe�cient de-
creases. If we marginalise over all RSD information and use
the BAO alone, the expected correlation coe�cient is �0.4.
Therefore, for the BAO only analysis, we expect r ⇠ �0.4
(see our companion paper Beutler et al. 2016). Since we are
using RSD as well as BAO information, we expect r some-
where between �0.4 and 1, depending on our freedom in
RSD parameters. Our value of r = 0.257 indicates a mixture
of BAO and RSD information with a modest freedom in our
RSD model. The most natural parametrisation is given by
(DV (z)rfids /rs, FAP, f�8), which corresponds to the actual
signals in the data. The correlation matrix is given by

RDV -FAP
z2 =

0

@
1 �0.291 �0.0562

�0.291 1 0.648
�0.0562 0.648 1

1

A . (59)

There is a clear correlation between the Alcock-Paczynski
parameter (FAP) and growth rate f�8, while the BAO dila-
tion parameter DV rfids /rs and f�8 are almost uncorrelated.
We include the correlation matrices, covariance matrices and
inverse covariance matrices for these three parameters in Ap-
pendix B.

The correlation matrices indicate a correlation of about
60% between FAP and f�8. Therefore, if we hold FAP fixed,
i.e., if we assume that we know FAP precisely, the constraints

c� 2013 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–22

Beutler+ 2016
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Spectroscopic Dark Energy Surveys

DESI Hubble Diagram:  
•  Estimated Errors after 5 year survey 

8 
Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument 
U.S. Department of Energy Office of Science 
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

May	2016	DOE	CD-3	Review

R.	Wechsler	-	P7

DESI Hubble Diagram

Ex
pa
ns
io
n	
Ra
te

FDR		
Figure	2.10

Redshift

DESI	predictions

Current	Data

10

DESI Survey: ~ 34M Galaxies, 14K deg2 

•  10 million Bright Galaxies 0.0<z<0.4 
•  4 million Luminous Red Galaxies (LRGs) 0.4<z<1 
•  17.1 million Emission Line Galaxies (ELGs) 0.6<z<1.6 
•  1.7 million Tracer Quasars (QSOs) 1<z<2.1 
•  0.7 million High redshift Quasars probe IGM (Lyman-alpha forest) (z>2.1) 

5 
Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument 
U.S. Department of Energy Office of Science 
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

May	2016	DOE	CD-3	Review

R.	Wechsler	-	P7

Five	target	classes	spanning	redshifts	z=0	➔ 3.5.	
~34	million	redshifts	over	14,000	sq.	degrees	(baseline	survey).

What is DESI?

4	million	LRGs

17	million	ELGs

2.4	million	QSOs

10	million	brightest	galaxies

3

Dark Energy  
turns on here 

DESI CDR

DESI CDR

    

credit: SDSSIII

credit: 2dF collaboration

the future: Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument (DESI)

              intermediate+high-z galaxies O(107)



Supernovae
light curve, redshift

~Optical Dark Energy Surveys

Weak Lensing
galaxy positions, shapes, 
types, redshifts

Galaxy Clustering
galaxy positions, types, redshifts

Galaxy Clusters
cluster centers, redshifts, 
member galaxies

Spectroscopic galaxy surveys 
determine redshifts of select galaxies

Photometric galaxy surveys 
image all galaxies to lim. brightness, in multiple bands

Time domain surveys 
repeated observations with suitable cadence



Photometric Dark Energy Surveys



Two multiband imaging surveys:
     300 million galaxies over 1/8 sky
     4000 supernovae (time-domain)
 New 570 Megapixel Dark Energy 
    Camera on the Blanco 4-meter 

5 bands (g,r,iz,Y), 10 tilings each
Stage III Survey using 4 complementary 

techniques:
         I. Galaxy Clusters
      II. Weak Gravitational Lensing
      III. Galaxy Clustering
      IV. Supernovae

        

      

Dark Energy Survey

DECam on the Blanco 4m at NOAO Cerro 
Tololo InterAmerican Observatory



Dark Energy Survey

Survey Strategy

• First light 12 Sep 2012


• Until Sep 2013: 
Science Verification 
period


• Observations: 525 
nights spread over 5 
Sep-Feb seasons from 
31 Aug 2013


• Currently finishing 
Year-3 (terrible weather)


• 3 Surveys: Wide, SN 
shallow, SN deep

The DES surveys

Area
Exposure time (s) (per visit for SNe)
Specified median PSF FWHM (arcsec)
Exposure time (s) (per visit for SNe)
Specified median PSF FWHM (arcsec)
Exposure time (s) (per visit for SNe)
Specified median PSF FWHM (arcsec)
Exposure time (s) (per visit for SNe)
Specified median PSF FWHM (arcsec)
Exposure time (s) (per visit for SNe)
Specified median PSF FWHM (arcsec) Dithering Cadence

(deg2

)
g r i z Y

Wide

SN 
Shallow

SN Deep

5000
10x90

-
10x90
0.9”

10x90
0.9”

10x90
0.9”

10x45
-

10 fully 
interlaced 

tilings 

10 tilings 
over 5 
years

24
1x175

-
1x150

-
1x200

-
2x200

-
-

Minimal 
dithers

Seeing 
>1.1” or 7 
days since 

last 
observed6

3x200
-

3x400
-

5x360
-

10x330
-

Minimal 
dithers

Seeing 
>1.1” or 7 
days since 

last 
observed

Tuesday, December 31, 13

11

DES: more than Dark Energy 3

Figure 1. DES and some selected completed or ongoing surveys (as of December 2015). This is a Hammer projection in equatorial coordinates, with the
dashed and dotted lines indicate the Galactic plane and the ecliptic plane, respectively. Top: DES survey footprint for the SV, Y1, Y2 and the final 5-yrs
survey; Middle: with other photometric surveys; Bottom: with other spectroscopic surveys. Planned wide-field surveys not shown include LSST and WFIRST
(both photometric), Euclid (photometric and spectroscopic), Sumire PFS, DESI and 4MOST (all three spectroscopic). We note the VHS (DR3) indicates deep
coverage in the DES area. Eventually it will cover nearly the whole of the DES 5-yrs footprint. A shallower VISTA whole-hemisphere is also underway. The
DES footprint was designed to have large overlap with SPT (shown here in the ’photometric surveys’ plot). DES SV and Y1 areas essentially completely
overlap SPT, and the full planned DES overlaps the completed 2500 sq deg SPT.

c� 2002 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??

[DES 2016 arXiv:1601:0032]

SPT area

Survey Strategy

first light 9/12/12
until 9/13: Science Verification (SV)
Survey Observations: 525 nights over 
5 Sept-Feb seasons from 8/31/13
3 surveys: wide, SN shallow, SN deep

Early Science Results

based on 140 sd deg SV data
34 papers so far

milky way satellites, galaxy 
evolution, cosmology, …
I will only show a few cosmology 
highlights



DES: Results from Science 
VerificationFull set of galaxy-galaxy correlations

23

• Theory:  
best fit to autocorrelation


• Most cross-correlation 
agree with same bias

Good consistency check 
of the photo-z

[See Crocce, …, TG+ 15]

Redshift tomography

• Correlation functions in five 
photo-z bins


• Correlation always detected 
at >2σ


• Typically cross lower than 
expected from auto

22

10 T. Giannantonio, P. Fosalba et al.

Figure 8. Measured auto- (left) and cross-correlation functions (right) of DES-SV main galaxies as a function of photometric redshift. The panels refer to thin
photo-z bins, from low to high redshift. The error bars are derived from the N -body covariance matrix. The lines show the fiducial Planck cosmology rescaled
by the best-fit linear bias or amplitude obtained from the auto- (dashed) and from the cross-correlations (solid); for each case, the linear theory is shown with
thin dotted lines. The best-fit bias values and their 1� errors are also shown in each panel; the coloured bands represent 1 and 2� uncertainties on the best
fits. When fitting the auto-correlation bias, the points at # < #NL have been excluded from the fit, consistently with Crocce et al. (2015), as they lie in the
non-linear regime where the non-linear corrections are > 20%. All points are included in the cross-correlation fits. The auto-correlation results are presented
and discussed in more detail by Crocce et al. (2015).

ters is close to Gaussian in all cases.) The DES-Planck correlation
results with the di↵erent methods display more scatter, which is
consistent with the lower significance of this measurement. Then
we notice that in all cases, the cross-correlation amplitude is lower
than the auto-correlation by 2 � 3�. We discuss this surprising re-
sult and possible explanations below in Section 8. If we define the
final significance of the detection to be b/�

b

or A/�
A

, we find it to
be ⇠ 6� for the DES-SPT and ⇠ 4� for the DES-Planck cases re-
spectively. These numbers should be compared with the (ideal) the-
oretical signal-to-noise levels to be expected from Eq. (10), which
are ⇠ 8 and ⇠ 5 respectively. Hence our results are consistent with
the expectations; the lower significance recovered is mainly due to
the actual best fit being lower than expected in the fiducial model,
and to the more realistic N-body covariance matrix we use. Finally,
we see that our best fits are in most cases good fits, as the �2 per
degree of freedom is generally close to unity, which confirms that

our estimate of the covariance is realistic given the scatter observed
in the data.

5.1.4 Redshift tomography in real space

Given the significance of the recovered detection in the DES-SPT
case, we then study the evolution of the correlations as a function of
redshift. We measure the DES-SPT cross-correlations in each of the
photo-z bins shown in Fig. 2, and we present the results in Fig. 8.
The covariances are estimated in this case with the most reliable N-
body method only, constructed for each redshift bin from its photo-
z redshift distribution, and assuming in each case a constant bias
equal to the best fit to that bin’s auto-correlation (we cross-checked
that theoretical covariances yield consistent results on the scales we
consider). We can see that the observations are again in agreement
with our fiducial model, although the scatter is more significant, es-

MNRAS 000, 1–26 (2015)

CMB Lensing Tomography with DES-SV 11

Figure 8. Measured auto- (left) and cross-correlation functions (right) of DES-SV main galaxies as a function of photometric redshift. The panels refer to thin
photo-z bins, from low to high redshift. The error bars are derived from the N -body covariance matrix. The lines show the fiducial Planck cosmology rescaled
by the best-fit linear bias or amplitude obtained from the auto- (dashed) and from the cross-correlations (solid); for each case, the linear theory is shown with
thin dotted lines. The best-fit bias values and their 1� errors are also shown in each panel; the coloured bands represent 1 and 2� uncertainties on the best
fits. When fitting the auto-correlation bias, the points at # < #NL have been excluded from the fit, consistently with Crocce et al. (2015), as they lie in the
non-linear regime where the non-linear corrections are > 20%. All points are included in the cross-correlation fits. The auto-correlation results are presented
and discussed in more detail by Crocce et al. (2015), including a further discussion on the anomalous behaviour of the lowest-redshift bin at small angular
scales.

that the reduced �2 associated with the best-fit bias and amplitudes
are close to 1, indicating that our estimate of the covariances is re-
alistic in all cases, and that our best-fit model is consistent with
the observations. We discuss below in Section 7 the cosmological
implications of these results.

5.2 Harmonic space analysis

While measurements of the angular correlation function are for-
mally fully equivalent to the information contained in the power
spectrum, there are fundamental di↵erences that warrant a detailed
comparison. The harmonic space has some well-known advantages
over real space correlation estimators. The covariance matrix, for
a given survey mask, is more diagonal than in real space, and
measurements of the power spectrum in multipole bins are signif-

icantly less correlated, so that it is more straightforward to isolate
clustering contributions at di↵erent physical scales, and to apply
band-pass filters if required. Nonetheless, harmonic space estima-
tors need to develop e�cient ways to deconvolve the mask, which
is more di�cult than in configuration space, thus making the anal-
ysis more expensive. Di↵erent power spectrum estimators exist:
computationally expensive optimal estimators that extract all in-
formation contained in the data (Tegmark 1997; Bond et al. 1998),
and pseudo-C` estimators that are sub-optimal, but have a much
lower computational complexity (e.g., Hivon et al. 2002; Chon
et al. 2004).

In the following, we repeat our cross-correlation analysis in
harmonic space using two di↵erent estimators. Masks and data re-
main the same as for the real space analysis presented above.

MNRAS 000, 1–31 (2015)

Gal-Gal Gal-SPT
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low z

…

high z

…

…

DES galaxies x SPT lensing 
Giannantonio+ 2016

galaxy clustering: Crocce+ 2016 

Galaxy Clustering 
Crocce+ 2016 



DES: Weak Lensing with 
Science Verification Data

Weak Lensing by Troughs (Underdense Regions)
Gruen+ 2016

galaxy clustering: Crocce+ 2016 

Weak lensing by troughs in the 
galaxy distribution 

*Gruen et al.  



DES: Weak Lensing with 
Science Verification Data

Becker+ 2016

galaxy clustering: Crocce+ 2016 

WL 2pt function from DES-SV: 
Measurement and Cosmology  

*The DES collaboration 
(Bridle, McCrann, Zunz et al.)  
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* Becker et al. 
* Jarvis et al. 

2pt  xi (+-) from two shear pipelines  Cosmological parameters   
DES Collaboration+ 2016 

A first step, 5 years of data to come
Y1 analyses coming to arXiv soon!



The Power of Combining Probes

Best constraints obtained by combining 
cosmological probes

independent probes: multiply likelihoods

Combining LSS probes (from same survey) 
requires more advanced strategies

clustering, clusters and WL probe same 
underlying density field, are correlated

correlated systematic effects

requires joint analysis
Olivier Doré AAS, WFIRST Science, Kissimmee, January 5th 2016

The Observational Foundations of Dark Energy

• Weak-Lensing not presented is also complementary.
2

SNe luminosity !
distance measurement (Nobel 2011) 

CMB angular diameter!
distance measurement!
 and perturbations

BAO angular !
diameter distance!
measurement!

Combination

Matter Density

Cosmological !
Constant, !
i.e. Dark Energy



Joint Analysis Ingredients

Likelihood Function Model Data Vector

Joint Covariance

number counts: Poisson

2PCF: ~ Gaussian (?)

improvements needed for 
stage IV surveys

consistent modeling of all observables

including all cosmology + nuisance parameters
 

large and complicated,
non-(block) diagonal matrix
use template + regularization

External Data
Simulations

Science Case
parameters of interest 
which science?

large data vector 
which probes + scales?

Priors

Nuisance Parameters
systematic effects 

parameterize + prioritize!
|n| � |⇡|

validate

p(⇡|d̂) / p(⇡)

Z
L
⇣
d̂|d(⇡,n), C

⌘
p(n) dnn

Cosmology Priors



Introducing CosmoLike
Likelihood analysis library for combined probes analyses

Observables from three object types, and their cross-correlations

galaxies (positions), clusters (positions, N200), sources (shapes, positions)
 galaxy clustering, cluster abundance + cluster lensing (mass self-calibration), 
galaxy-galaxy lensing, cosmic shear, CMB cross-correlations 

separate n(z) + specific nuisance parameters for each object type

Consistent modeling across probes, including systematic effects

Computes non-Gaussian (cross-)covariances

halo model + regularization from O(25) simulated realizations

Optimized for high-dimensional likelihood analyses 

Independent from CosmoSIS (Zuntz+15) framework halo model

DES multi-probe analyses validated with two independent pipelines

Improvements by trial and error on DES → lessons for LSST 



CosmoLike Data Vector
cosmological
parameters

halo.c

cosmo3d.c
growth factor

D(k,z)

Plin(k,z)

distances Pnl(k,z)

Coyote U.
Emulator

collapse density!c(z) peak height
" (M,z)

halo properties
                                 

HOD, bias model

N(Mobs;zi)

CXY(l;zi,zj)

scaling relation
Mobs(M)

cluster
selection fuction

c(M,z) b(M,z) n(M,z)

z-distr.
n(z)

clusters.c

photo-z
model

redshift.c

projection 
functions

Limber 
approx.

cosmo2d.c

transfer function
T(k,z)

new physics enters here



Combined Probes Forecasts: 
Covariance

SN uncorrelated, hooray.

Analytic covariance for everything else:

halo model bispectrum + trispectrum, 
sample variance

� Cov (N,N): Poisson + power spectrum

� Cov (<δδ>, N): bispectrum, power spectrum

� Cov (<δδ>, <δδ>), etc.: Covariance of 2pt 
statistics of (projected) density field 

LSST forecasts: > 7 million elements...
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Combined Probes Forecasts: 
Covariance

details: EK16b



The Power of Combining Probes

EK & Eifler’16

clustering
weak lensing

cluster counts
all combined



‘Precision’ Cosmology

precision

ac
cu

ra
cy



Combined Probes Systematics

“Precision cosmology”: excellent statistics - systematics limited

 (and man-power limited!)

Easy to come up with large list of systematics + nuisance parameters

galaxies: LF, bias (e.g., 5 HOD parameters + b2 per z-bin,type)

cluster mass-observable relation: mean relation + scatter parameters

shear calibration, photo-z uncertainties, intrinsic alignments,...

� Σ(poll among DES working groups) ~ 500-1000 parameters

Self-calibration + marginalization

can be costly (computationally, constraining power)



CosmoLike Data Vector
cosmological
parameters

halo.c

cosmo3d.c
growth factor

D(k,z)

Plin(k,z)

distances Pnl(k,z)

Coyote U.
Emulator

collapse density!c(z) peak height
" (M,z)

halo properties
                                 

HOD, bias model

N(Mobs;zi)

CXY(l;zi,zj)

scaling relation
Mobs(M)

cluster
selection fuction

c(M,z) b(M,z) n(M,z)

z-distr.
n(z)

clusters.c

photo-z
model

redshift.c

projection 
functions

Limber 
approx.

cosmo2d.c

transfer function
T(k,z)

nuisance.c

non-linear regime

galaxy formationcluster finding

intrinsic alignments

baryons

non-Gaussian 
photo-zs

shear calibration
...  ....  ....

�2



Work Plan for Known Systematics

What’s the dominant known systematic? 

No one-fits-all answer, need to be more specific!

Specify data vector (probes + scales)

Identify + model systematic effects

find suitable parameterization(s)

need to be consistent across probes

Constrain parameterization + priors on nuisance parameters

independent observations

other observables from same data set

split data set



Joint Analysis Work Plan: Step I

Precision Consistency Accuracy

Theory Simulations

Forecasts Impact

Parameter Constraints 

Likelihood 
Analysis

 Model, Priors

Refine Systematics Model



The Trouble with Systematics

a systematics free survey....

bias free parameter estimates with statistical uncertainty



The Trouble with Systematics

ignored systematic effect in analysis:

parameter bias



The Trouble with Systematics

marginalize systematic effect, correct parameterization

remove parameter bias, increase uncertainty



The Trouble with Systematics

marginalize systematic effect, correct parameterization

remove parameter bias, increase uncertainty

improve priors on

 nuisance parameters



The Trouble with Systematics

marginalize systematic effect, imperfect parameterization

residual parameter bias, increased uncertainty



Impact of Baryons on LSST WL

5-bin LSST WL tomography
no baryon mitigation 
uses OWLS simulations (Schaye, 
van Dalen, et al.)



Mitigation of Baryons in WL

PCA based mitigation 
strategy (Eifler, EK, et al. 15)

Reduce FoM degradation by 
improving priors on range 
of baryonic scenarios

measure stacked halo 
profiles (e.g. SZ, X-ray)

update parameter range 
for hydro sims

feed these into updated 
marginalization scheme



galaxy evolution: not as clean as the CMB

galaxies come in all shape, sizes, colors

what do we need to understand for cosmology?

 estimate redshift/distance: measure galaxy colors (flux in different 
filters)

Physics from Galaxies

ambiguous for some galaxy types + imperfect photometry



galaxy evolution: not as clean as the CMB

what do we need to understand for cosmology?

 estimate redshift/distance: measure galaxy colors (flux in different 
filters)

relation between a galaxy population and matter field, galaxy bias 
on large scales, linear relation between galaxies and matter density

perturbative methods in quasi-linear regime large, active area of research 

comes at the cost of extra parameters 

on small scales, several galaxies within massive halos

all of these models function of redshift + galaxy type

Physics from Galaxies



galaxy evolution: not as clean as the CMB

what do we need to understand for cosmology?

 estimate redshift/distance: measure galaxy colors (flux in different 
filters)

relation between a galaxy population and matter field, galaxy bias 
on large scales, linear relation between galaxies and matter density

perturbative methods in quasi-linear regime active area of research (e.g., 

comes at the cost of extra parameters 

on small scales, several galaxies within massive halos

accuracy better for some types of galaxies than for others
how many galaxies do we need (to understand) for cosmology?

worked examples on next slides

Physics from Galaxies
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galaxy sample with smaller ng,
better systematics control

σz <0.04 sample ~20 x more abundant than redMaGiC

DES Y5 clustering, g-g lensing + shear forecasts
marginalized over galaxy bias, shear calibration, 

baryons, Gaussian lens+source photo-zs

see Rozo+15 for redMaGiC details

DES Forecasts: Photo-zs vs. Shot Noise



Cut-off for Galaxy Bias 
Models?

LSST,  WL + clustering 
WL to l < 5000
clustering: vary cut-off scales
solve perturbative bias to k ~ 
0.6 h/Mpc - with well-
constrained parameters
understand non-linear regime

details EK16b



not all (source) galaxies randomly oriented - e.g. tidal alignments 

potentially scary systematic

Intrinsic Alignments



Alignment mechanisms: halo shape vs. angular momentum 

collapse in tidal field causes halo shape alignments - linear IA 

leading description for (large-scale) alignment of early type galaxies
well-detected, e.g. Mandelbaum+06, Hirata+07, Joachimi+11, Singh+14

tidal torquing may cause halo spin-up, angular momentum correlations - quadratic IA

may cause shape alignments of late type galaxies,
no clear detection so far

This analysis: linear IA only (follow-up on quadratic IA in progress)

Many different flavors/variation for linear IA models 

Intrinsic Alignments Models

PGI(k, a) = A(L, a,⌦M, ?)fGI (P�(k, a), Plin(k, a), ?)

PII(k, a) = A2(L, a,⌦M, ?)fII (P�(k, a), Plin(k, a), ?)



model shapes (fGI, fII) - an incomplete list
linear (Catelan+01, Hirata+04): f = Plin 

freeze-in (Kirk+12): fII = Plin(k,zf), fGI= sqrt(Plin(k,zf) Pδ (k,z))
effective field theory of LSS (Blazek+15)

non-linear (Bridle&King 07): f = Pδ 

what’s A?
old forecasts (e.g. Kirk+12): constant - based on SDSS L4 (Hirata+07)
Joachimi et al. 11 fit dependence on <L>, z (see also Singh+14)

if only red galaxies aligned
 what’s <A>L, fred for deep surveys like LSST/WFIRST?

so far, extrapolate LF from shallower surveys (GAMA, DEEP2)

Linear IA Models
PGI(k, a) = A(L, a,⌦M, ?)fGI (P�(k, a), Plin(k, a), ?)

PII(k, a) = A2(L, a,⌦M, ?)fII (P�(k, a), Plin(k, a), ?)

A = A0

✓
L

L0

◆� ✓ 1 + z

1 + z0

◆⌘

A ! A⇥ fred



Impact of Linear Alignments LSST WL
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IA Mitigation: Amplitude marginalization, 
power spectrum shape uncertainties
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template in marginalization

input (‘data’) model:
Coyote non-linear IA 
full tidal IA (Blazek+ 15)  
freeze-in IA 
linear IA

Marginalized over 
amplitude normalization 
+ redshift scaling (A0, β, η, 
ηhigh-z), 6 LF parameters

Biases from uncertainties 
in IA template 

Next steps: reduce FoM 

degradation by including 
priors on range of 
parameters + allowed 
templates

joint analysis with g-g 
lensing + clustering

EK, Eifler, Blazek 16a

Text



IA Summary

forecasts for tidal alignment contamination of LSST WL  
without mitigation, significant (~ 2σ) bias - less severe than earlier forecasts

lower impact due to non-Gaussian covariance, luminosity weighted amplitude

basic mitigation successfully reduces bias
<1σ for worst-case scenario (linear vs non-linear)

10-parameter marginalization causes some loss in precision
can be improved by joint probes analysis (self-calibration with g-g lensing, clustering), or 
improved priors from external observation

so far, removal of red galaxies best mitigation strategy...

key uncertainties

luminosity function for LSST galaxies (all, red)

extrapolation of IA scaling to low-L, high-z 

quadratic alignments



Combined Probes Systematics

“Precision cosmology”: excellent statistics - systematics limited

EK & Eifler’16



Joint Analysis Work Plan

Precision Consistency Accuracy

TheoryObservations Simulations

Single Probe
 Analyses

Forecasts to Prioritize 
Systematics

Parameter Constraints 

Likelihood 
Analysis

Data, Model, Priors



multi-probe analysis, pass 1 - now what?


Unknown Systematics? vs. New Physics?



Unknown Systematics? vs. New Physics?

scale dependence?

dependence on galaxy selection?

calibration with more accurate measurements
spectroscopic redshifts

galaxy shapes from space-based imaging

[potentially expensive]

 correlation with different surveys
predict cross-correlations based on LSST analysis

constrain uncorrelated systematics 

e.g., cross-correlation with CMB-S4 lensing

invent optimized estimators

[fun, but not a general solution] LSST WL x CMB-S4 lensing
calibrate shear calibration bias

Schaan, EK,+ 2016
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FIG. 5. Left panel: 68% confidence constraints on the shear biases mi for LSST, when self-calibrating them with cosmic
shear alone (blue), LSST alone (green), combination 1 (orange), combination 2 (yellow) and the full LSST & CMB S4 lensing
(red). The self-calibration works down to the level of LSST requirements (dashed lines) for the highest redshift bins, where
shear calibration is otherwise most dificult. We stress that all the solid lines correspond to self-calibration from the data alone,
without relying on image simulations. Calibration from image simulations is expected to meet the LSSt requirements, and
CMB lensing will thus provide a valuable consistency check for building confidence in the results from LSST.
Right panel: impact of unaccounted intrinsic alignments. The lines show the bias in the self-calibrated value of mi, and
the colored bands show the 68% confidence constraints, corresponding to the curves in the left panel. Intrinsic alignment
contribution to the shear calibration is present, but still within the 68% confidence region.

VI. SENSITIVITY TO PHOTOMETRIC REDSHIFT UNCERTAINTIES

In Sec. IV, we showed that CMB S4 lensing can calibrate the shear from LSST, assuming that the photometric
redshift uncertainties are under control. In this section, we ask whether this assumption was crucial or not. We
therefore vary the priors on source and lens photo-z uncertainties and re-run our forecast. Fig. 8 shows that the
shear calibration is mildly dependent on the source photo-z uncertainties (left panel), and very insensitive to the lens
photo-z uncertainties (right panel). However, we have not taken into account photo-z catastrophic failures in this
analysis.

VII. APPLICATION TO SPACE-BASED LENSING SURVEYS: EUCLID AND WFIRST

In this section, we reproduce our main forecast on shear calibration in the cases of Euclid and WFIRST. Our
assumptions and results are summarized in Fig. 9 and 10. CMB lensing from S4 can calibrate the shear for the 5
Euclid source bins down to 0.4% � 1.4%, and for the 10 WFIRST source bins down to 0.6% � 3.2%. These results
are clearly very encouraging.

VIII. CONCLUSION

[Eli: Comment on possible degeneracies between shear calibration and more realistic photo-z uncertainties.]
Weak gravitational lensing of galaxy images is a potentially powerful probe of the geometry and growth history

of the universe, and therefore of the properties of dark energy, the neutrino masses and possible modifications to
general relativity. Realizing the full potential of upcoming weak lensing surveys requires an exquisite understanding
of systematics e↵ects, such as photometric redshift uncertainties, intrinsic alignments, theoretical uncertainties related
to non-linear growth and baryonic e↵ects, and shear multiplicative bias. Because these systematic uncertainties are
so challenging, alternative methods to calibrate are valuable: they provide redundancy and contribute to building
trust in the results. In this paper, we focused on calibrating the shear multiplicative bias from LSST by using CMB



multi-probe analysis, pass 1 - now what?

would comparison with Planck results change this plan?

Planck best fit

Unknown Systematics? vs. New Physics?



Experimenter Bias?

nuisance parameters will outnumber cosmological parameters by far

what models + priors to adapt? when is the analysis done?

don’t use (implicit) w = -1 prior to constrain galaxy properties

a warning from particle physics
Credit: A. Roodman, R. Kessler, 

Particle Data Group



Why Blind Analyses?

Experimenter’s bias

choice of data samples + selections

choice of priors + evaluation of systematics

decision to stop work + publish

Blind Analysis: Method to prevent experimenter’s bias

hide the answer

must be customize for measurement



Two-stage process

measurement (correlation & mass functions)
shear catalog blinded, cluster calibration under debate                               

transform correlation functions (Muir, Elsner + in prep.)

still defining null-test, ‘allowed’ plots for sample selection

parameter estimation

off-set all parameter results by (constant) random numbers
needed: decisions on models to run, model selection criteria

Blind Analysis Strategies for DES-Y3 
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Joint Analysis Work Plan

Precision Consistency Accuracy

TheoryObservations Simulations

Combined Probes
Analysis

Single Probe
 Analyses

Forecasts to Prioritize 
Systematics

Parameter Constraints 

BlindingLikelihood 
Analysis

Data, Model, Priors



A Second Cosmology Pie Chart

Cosmology Parameters

5%

25%

70%

Sample Cut
Parameters

“Systematics Parameters”

observational systematics
survey specific

astrophysical systematics
observable + survey specific



Cosmology Parameters

5%

25%

70%

Sample Cut
Parameters

“Systematics Parameters”

observational systematics
survey specific

astrophysical systematics
observable + survey specific

sample cuts + systematics highly interconnected
 95% systematics…

A Second Cosmology Pie Chart



Conclusions

Existence of cosmic acceleration requires new fundamental physics

2020s decade of cosmological surveys: CMB-S4, DESI, LSST, WFIRST,…

Cosmological constraints soon to be systematics limited

understand astrophysics 

understand systematics

understand observables (voids, clusters, galaxies, etc…)

Combine observables + surveys to understand/calibrate systematics

Combine different surveys to robustly confirm/rule out ΛCDM

Need collaboration across surveys, plan for analysis frameworks to 

combine observables from all surveys 


